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0ON THE POSSIBILITY OF 1IILLI2f TTRPT-WAVEE AIPLIFICATION
WITH AN X-BAND LSA OSCILLATOR
B.

MLajborn

Ill

as well as experimental re4
Introduction. Theoretical considerations
sults 121 indicate that, during oscillation, an LSA oscillator viewed as a
luDmred circuit element exhibits a negative conductance at frequencies from
dc to ap-oroximately f 'fl], where f is the LSA oscillation lrequency and
^ is the differentiaS Q of the L'SR resonant dircuit, wnereas for higher
frequencies the conductance is positive.
However, for signal fre-yencies considerably higher than the LSA
oscillation frecquency, the signal wavelenLgth may be of the same order of
magnitude as the length of tihe LSA oscillator in the direction of signal
propagation, so a new analysis is needed taking into account the distributed nature of the oscillator as seen by the signal.
In the sraall-signal approxiration, an LSA oscillator (or a sample of
n-type gallium arsenide externally puped under limited space-charge accumaulation conditions) may be viewed as an anisotropic mediumi of time-varying
conductivity. The conductivity in the direction of the bias field is negative during part of the oscillation period (pump period), and positive during the rest of the period. As a necessary condition for the control of
space-charge growth during a whole pLump cycle the averaggre differential conductiv'ity must be positive Ill. hievertheless, an electromagnetic wave,
which travels through a nmnped gallium arsenide sample with the electric
field vector parallel to the bias field, mray be amplified, if the travelling-length during the part of the pumo) period when the conductivity is negative is considerably longer tnan the travelling-length durirng the rest of
the period. This condition may be met in LSA operation, where the major
part of the cycle is spent in the region of negative differential conducti-

vity.

A simple one-dimensional analysis of smiall-signal wave propagation
through a pumped gallium. arseniae sazmple has been carried out. The results
to be reported in the following will d:emonstrate the possibility of two-port
amplifLication for samples longer than about a quarter of a wave-length at
the signal frequency.

Ciodel. The geometry consid'ered is schemiatically illustrated in fig. la. A
sample of n-type gallium arsenide is assumed to oscillate in the LSA mode
(self-oscillating or externally pumped) with the bias field in the y-direction. Tne pump field is assumaed to be uniform across the whole sample and
to impart to the sample a time-varying small-signal conductivity in the ydirection.
The injected electromaagnetic signal-wave is assumed to travel in the
z-direction with the electric field in the y-direction. The amaplitude of
the signal-wave is assuLmed to be much smaller than the pump amplitude, so
that the sample properties miay be derived from the purmp field alone.
The problem is assumed to be one-dimensional, i.e. the signal field is
assumed to be a function of time and the coordinate z only. The saxple
length in the z-direction is then the only geom-etrical parameter.
The -pumped sample is simulated by a transmission-line model with constant distributed series inductance, L, and shunt capacitance, C, and with
time-varying distributed shunt conductance, G(t). Thie assumed model is
sketched in fig. lb. A segmnent of the transmission-line represents a small
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fraction of length Ax of the corresponding sample, so, assuming a unit
cross-section area perpendicular to tae direction of signal-wave Dropagation, L, C, and G(t) are determined by:
L = P*Ax, C = s'Ax, and G(t) = q*n*dv/dE(t)*Ax,
where p is the pemeability, E is the real part of the permittivity (which
is assumed constant), q is the electronic charge, n is the free carrier concentration (which is assumed eciaal to n , the hlomogeneous concentration off
donor atorms) and dv/d:E(t) is determiined from the analytical expression 131.
v(E) = (u0E + v s(E/En)4/(l + (E/En)4)9,
where E = 40ho V/cm, v = 8.5xlO6cm/s, u0 = 8000 cm2/Vs, and E - B(t) =
E - E cosw t is the pump field.
Te trnsmission-line is assumed to be fed by the source voltage
V:sin(w t + cp), and the boundary conditions for the sample are simulated
by the source impedance, Z., and the load impedance, Z% Z5 and Zv, msar be
chosen arbitrarily corresponding to various circuit configurations.
From the transmission-line equations and the equations expressing the
boundary conditions at tne source and at the load, the voltage and current
distributions along the transmission-line may then be computed at any time
when the initial conditions are specified.
The assumption of a uniform pump field restricts the m.aximlum samaple
where
length in the direction of signal-wave propagation to about (1/83)X
X is the wavelengtn in the sample material at the pump frequency
41
TRis restriction does not necessarily mean that amplification is not possible for samples longer than about (1/80)X . However, for greater sample
lengths wave-propagation at tne pump frequ&ncy should be included in the

analysis.

Results. The results to be reported here corresponds to Z and Z both
equal to the characteristic impedance of the lossless transmission-line obtainled for G(t) = 0. A sinusoidal driving voltage is applied to the input
of the line for t u 0, with the initial condition that the voltage is zero
at all mesh points for t < 0.
The parameters used in the computations are:
E

= dc

f2S

=

E0

bias field

= LISA oscillation amplitude (pump "amplitude)
n? = concentration of donor atomas (assumed homogeneous)
f = LSA oscillation frequency (purmp frequencyr)
=

signal frequency
initial phase of sizgnal voltage

in the direction of signal-wave propagation.
Fi'g. 2 shows the first three cycles of the computed output waveform
(lower frame). The amplituae 1 corresponds to 0 dB gain. The paraweters
are given in the figure caption. The upper frame slhows the corresponding
electric field across the sample (pump field) and the middle framNe shows
the corresponaing differential -mobility. The waveform is stationary al3ready from thne second cycle.
Fig. 3 silows the corresponaing frequency spectrum obtained usin- the
Cooley-Tukey Fourier Transform I51. Thie gain at the signal frequency is
0.3 dB, and the sidebands are More than 15 d2 below the signal.
Fig. 4 shiows the gsain at the sirnal freguency as a function ofL saxs.ple
lengtn for f
GHz, f =64 GHz, pS = and
a)
5/ -2 5lOsc3 S
= 4.86 kV/cm
a) n/f-D= 2.5x104S/cn3 B =
V/cm
p
p
C = 10 kV/cmiJ -L = U/cm
b) n/fp = 5xlOsE/cm3
o
p
Q

= sample length

_
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c) n/f

20 ky/cm
E = 18 kV/cm
The highest gain obtained for these parameters is 1.4 dB for f = 1X105
s/Cm3 and £ = (3/4)x = 0.993 m. Because of the choice of source and load
impedances the matching of the samWple becomes poorer and poorer as G(t) is
increased. For n/f - 5xlO4s/cm3 and f = 64 GHz the maximum value of G(t)
is approximately eq;al to w C.
The variation of gain with the phase of the injected signal relative
to the phase of the pump field has been computed for f = 16 GHz, f = 32
GHz and f = 64 G-Hz. Tihe variation is only marked at the lower signal freFor a sample length of 1.325 mm = (1/8)x and n/f = 5x104s/cm3
the gain at f = 16 GHz varies between 2.6 dB and 1.3 d63 forp-rr/2
<7 /2,
whereas the gain variation at f = 32 GHz is between 1.4 dB and 1.0 6B. At
fs = 64 GHz the gain is indepenaent of fs and equal to 1.0 d3.
=

lxlO5s/cm3

E

=

quenciess

Discussion. The results reported in the preceeding section have demon..
strated that theoretically an LSA oscillator or an externally pumped samtple
of n-type gallium arsenide may be used as an amplifier of small signals at
frequencies well above the oscillation frequency. This amplification property arises from the possibility of a net spatial growth of an electromagnetic wave which travels through the oscillating sample.
The results demonstrate, however, that, under the loading conditions
considered so far, only moderate gains are obtained. Higher gains may be
obtained by choosing more optimal parameters, but the obtainable gain with
a single pumped saanple used as a transmission amplifier will be rather
limited, due to the basic limitations on carrier concentration ana sample
length (perpendicular to the bias field) relevant to the LSA miode.
Therefore it is suggested that a practical amplifier based on the timevarying small-signal conductivity exhibited by an LSA oscillator should consists of a number of properly phased LSA oscillators in series, or be based
on multiple reflections in the pumped sanple when placed in a cavity of
proper dimensions. These possibilities will be further investigated.
By loading the sample with a resonant circuit tuned to one of the sideband frequencies, a converter is obtained. The conversion properties of
the LSA oscillator will be further investigated as well.
The proposed amplifier is not subject to tranlsit-time limitations, so
it may be possible to design practical am1plifi.ers for use at high millimetre-wave frequencies. Tne maximum bandwidth is equal to the LSA oscillation frequency.
In the present theory space-charrge effects have been neglected. It
mnay be a requirement for experimental verification that high quality gallium
arsenide with a flat doping profile is available.
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Fig.la. Schermatical illustration
of the assumed geometry.

Fig.lb. The transmission-line
model.

TIME, t/T
Fig.2. Pump field (upper frame), msobility (middle frame) and noriaalized output voltage (lower frame) versus time for the

first threc pump cycles. E = lOkV/cm, F = 8kV/cm, f -= GIIz,
n/f-= 5xlO s/cm3f5s hGHz, ps °o. ='o.5 S=O.66 mm.
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Frequency spectrum corresponding
to the output waveform shown in
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FigJ+.4.Gain at the signal
frequency versus
sample length.
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